Dear Colleagues,

This note is to inform you that this EAA product, NUNTIUS, is going to be published bimonthly from March on, instead of every month. This decision was taken at the last EAA Board held in Madrid, in January 2019. The reason for this change, which in fact is not a big one, lays in the fact that nowadays there are multiple channels to share and give information, news, announcements, etc. All these existing means have created some difficulties in getting contributions for the newsletter, provided by National Societies or by other organizations and individuals.

We know that the job offers and some information about deadlines of scientific events could be affected by the change. But, all these announcements and offers are visible in other platforms as well, easily accessible by the interested people, such as Fenestra, YAN, etc.

Changing NUNTIUS publishing to a bimonthly frequency will certainly create more expectations from the readers, and we are sure also more effort from potential announcers to deliver information for publication. In the event this change will not result in expected results, the EAA can of course revert to the old publication modality.

The EAA President  
Jorge Patrício